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Thanks Justin!
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Conjoint Designs and the AMCE

Conjoint analysis → experimental technique introduced in 1970s to
analyze preferences/choices about multi-dimensional objects

Shift to computer-assisted administration → revolutionary

Extensive use recently in political science; development of
corresponding statistical tools (e.g. Egami and Imai 2019, Hanretty et
al. 2020)

Well matched to substantive problems in which people rate/rank
multi-dimensional objects (vote choice, parties, immigrants, policies,
discrimination)
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Conjoint Designs and the AMCE (cont.)

Most common causal estimand in recent work: Average Marginal
Component Effect (Hainmueller et al. 2014)

Statistical, empirical development → outstripped theoretical attention
to what quantities conjoints can, cannot recover (e.g. Abramson,
Koçak & Magazinnik 2021, Ganter 2021, Leeper, Hobolt, & Tilley
2020)

Evaluate AMCE based on what it was designed to do
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Analyzing Elections Using Conjoint Designs

Obvious multi-dimensional
choice in political science =
candidates/parties via elections

Many researchers’ question:
effect of attribute value A vs. B
on candidate vote share (e.g.
Hanretty et al. 2020, Costa
2021)

27% of conjoint applications
2014-19 → voting (Bansak et
al. 2020)

But what statements can we
make from AMCE?
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Outline

This presentation follows the usual outline... of a RomCom
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The plot (cont.)
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The plot (cont.)
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Take-home points

AMCE has key properties:
1 captures multi-dimensionality/trade-offs
2 empirically tractable with credible assumptions
3 maps onto meaningful empirical phenomenon of interest

In electoral context, AMCE has straightforward interpretation as
effect on vote share

e.g. “Changing the candidate’s stance from backing Medicare for All
to opposing it increases/decreases their vote share by δ percentage
points.”

Vote shares → most common quantity of interest in recent
non-conjoint electoral studies

Empirical results → informative with respect to key theoretical
concerns

Recent debates = more epistemological than statistical?
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Conjoint example

Please carefully review the two candidates for President detailed below. 

Which of these two candidates would you prefer to see as President of the United States? 
 

 Candidate A Candidate B

Highest education graduated from high school graduated from college

Largest campaign contributor auto workers' unions wall street firms

State of residence Alabama Ohio

Party affiliation Republican Republican

Your Choice:

  

NEXT
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Example

Table: Candidate Preference Rankings for Three Types of Voters

Profile Attribute Profile Rank:
Number A B C Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

1 1 1 1 1 2 6
2 1 1 0 2 6 2
3 1 0 1 3 4 8
4 1 0 0 4 8 4
5 0 1 1 5 1 5
6 0 1 0 6 5 1
7 0 0 1 7 3 7
8 0 0 0 8 7 3

Shows the preference ranking for three types
of voters over profiles of candidates defined
by three binary attributes A, B, and C.
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Defining the AMCE

Let Yi ([abc], [a′b′c ′]) ∈ {0, 1} denote i ’s potential outcome given
paired forced-choice contest between [abc] & [a′b′c ′]

AMCEA ≡ E
[
Yi ([1BC ], [A′B ′C ′])− Yi ([0BC ], [A′B ′C ′])

]
. (1)

AMCE for A ≡ expected difference between {potential outcomes for paired
contests where attribute A for the first candidate equals 1}, {potential
outcomes for all contests where A for the first candidate equals 0} (given
pre-specified distribution of other attributes)
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Remarks

Only need to define preferences over profiles

One-number summary

Double averaging (across candidates, voters); see also Ganter (2021)

Causal identification from design/randomization without parametric
assumptions

Empirically tractable; can be estimated straightforwardly via OLS
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Remarks (cont.)

AMCE compares change in attribute for the same profile, not
difference in attributes across profiles

Not the difference between candidate with A=1 against another
candidate with A=0

Handling of ties; with uniform randomization, AMCE has upper
bound given by number of attribute levels (see also Ganter 2021)

Importance of underlying attribute distribution (see also de la Cuesta,
Egami & Imai 2021); can constrain the randomization distribution to
avoid ties
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Example

Table: Candidate Preference Rankings for Three Types of Voters

Profile Attribute Profile Rank:
Number A B C Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

1 1 1 1 1 2 6
2 1 1 0 2 6 2
3 1 0 1 3 4 8
4 1 0 0 4 8 4
5 0 1 1 5 1 5
6 0 1 0 6 5 1
7 0 0 1 7 3 7
8 0 0 0 8 7 3

Shows the preference ranking for three types
of voters over profiles of candidates defined
by three binary attributes A, B, and C.
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Example (cont.)

Table: Average Ranks by Attribute

Average Rank:
Attribute Value Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

A 0 6.5 4.0 4.0
A 1 2.5 5.0 5.0
B 0 5.5 5.5 5.5
B 1 3.5 3.5 3.5
C 0 5.0 6.5 2.5
C 1 4.0 2.5 6.5

Shows the average ranks for profiles of candi-
dates with and without a given attribute for
the three types of voters.
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Preference Intensity

Difference in average ranks ∝ AMCE (for uniform independent
attribute distribution)

AMCE incorporates preference intensity; this is a feature, not a bug

Extension of ATE; example of vaccine impacts
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AMCEs measure vote shares

Proposition (Identification of the Expected Difference in Vote Shares
with the AMCE)

Assuming a conjoint can be reweighted to mimic the target election in
terms of attributes & respondents, AMCE will match difference in vote
share
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Fraction preferring

90% of the world is right-handed

Imagine everyone prefers a candidate who shares their handedness
(but choice = multi-dimensional)

Result: handedness would appear to dominate many other attributes
despite its electoral irrelevance
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Heterogeneity

General point: the data often can be informative about when
theoretical concerns → likely to mislead researchers in practice

Concern from Abramson, Koçak & Magazinnik 2021 → AMCE
conflates preference direction, intensity

Can always estimate sub-group effects (subject to multiple
comparisons concerns)

Excerpt from Hainmueller et al. 2014:
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From Hainmueller and Hopkins (2015)
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Outcome specification

Concern from Abramson, Koçak & Magazinnik 2021 → applies to
forced-choice outcome

Best practice: have respondents evaluate profiles via ratings & forced
choice

534 JENS HAINMUELLER AND DANIEL J. HOPKINS

FIGURE 1 Experimental Design

Note: This figure illustrates the experimental design for the conjoint experiment.

Each respondent evaluates five comparisons between
pairs of immigrants, each displayed on a new screen. We
randomly vary the two immigrants’ profiles on nine at-
tributes that previous studies identify as potentially in-
fluential. The attributes include each immigrant’s gender,
education, employment plans, job experience, profession,
language skills, country of origin, reasons for applying, and
prior trips to the United States. These attributes were cho-

sen to approximate the information available to immigra-
tion officials, and that rationale explains why other factors
such as religion were omitted. Each of the attributes can
take on multiple values. For example, job experience has
five values ranging from “no job training or prior expe-
rience” to “more than five years.” For each profile, we
randomly assign the values of each attribute such that
the two immigrants’ profiles vary within and across the
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Outcome specification

In Hainmueller & Hopkins 2015, substantive conclusions highly similar
when evaluating profile rankings

Figure 3: E↵ects of Immigrant Attributes on Support for Admission

Change in Pr(Immigrant Supported for Admission to U.S.)

    once w/o authorization
    six months with family
    many times as tourist
    once as tourist
    never
Prior trips to U.S.:
        
    escape persecution
    seek better job
    reunite with family
Application reason:
       
    no plans to look for work
    will look for work
    interviews with employer
    contract with employer
Job plans:
      
    5+ years
    3−5 years
    1−2 years
    none
Job experience:
     
    doctor
    research scientist
    nurse
    computer programmer
    teacher
    construction worker
    financial analyst
    gardener
    child care provider
    waiter
    janitor
Profession:
    
    Iraq
    Somalia
    Sudan
    China
    India
    Poland
    Philippines
    Mexico
    France
    Germany
Origin:
   
    used interpreter
    tried English but unable
    broken English
    fluent English
Language:
  
    graduate degree
    college degree
    two−year college
    high school
    8th grade
    4th grade
    no formal
Education:
 
    male
    female
Gender:
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Note: This plot shows estimates of the e↵ects of the randomly assigned immigrant attributes on the probability of being supported
for admission to the U.S. Estimates are based on a logit model with clustered standard errors; bars represent 95% confidence
intervals. The points without horizontal bars denote the attribute value that is the reference category for each attribute. The
baseline probability of being supported for admission is .42.

42

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2106116
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Outcome specification

In Ganter 2021, alternative quantity of interest (average component
preference) → yields highly similar estimates
This is not necessarily the case, but has diagnostic value

    Doctor
    Research scientist
    Nurse
    Teacher
    Computer programmer
    Construction worker
    Financial analyst
    Gardener
    Child care provider
    Waiter
    Janitor
Job:

    Contract with employer
    Interviews with employer
    Will look for work
    No plans to look for work
Job Plans:

    5+ years
    3-5 years
    1-2 years
    None
Job Experience:

-0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2

ACP CACP, Comparable pairs CACP, Unrestricted levels

Figure 2. Preferences associated with immigrants’ job experience, job plans, and occupation measured
by average component preferences (ACPs). Bars represent 95% confidence intervals with clustering at the
respondent level. Partial replication of Hainmueller and Hopkins’s (2015) immigrant experiment.

7 Empirical Illustration
To illustrate the use and interpretation of ACPs, I calculate the ACPs for job experience, job plans,
and occupations in Hainmueller and Hopkins’s (2015; Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2013)
immigrant experiment (Figure 2), using the R function available online (Ganter 2021). The occupa-
tion attribute is not fully independently randomized, but only conditional on education; financial
analysts, research scientists, doctors, and computer programmers must also be assigned at least
2 years of college. In this case, I report ACPs conditional on a college education (unrestricted levels;
orange diamonds) as well as ACPs conditional “comparable pairs” (blue squares).

ACPs’ absolute values can be interpreted if we want to take each ACP as a standalone quantity.
For example, the ACP for immigrants with no plans to look for work once in the United States
is −21.3; when compared to an immigrant who will look for work or already has a contact with
an employer, immigrants with no plans to look for work have a 28.7% (0.5− 0.213) chance to be
selected for a visa. On the other hand, immigrants who already have a contract with an employer
have a 66.7% (0.5+0.167) chance to be selected for a visa when they are compared to an immigrant
who does not have a contract.

Because preferences are relative, a more holistic approach to ACPs generally makes more
sense than interpreting each ACP separately. For each attribute, the pattern of ACPs reflects the
pattern of (average) preferences both in directionality and intensity. For example, respondents
strongly prefer immigrants who already have a contract with an employer, and they have a strong
reluctance to grant a visa to those who do not even plan to look for work once in the United
States. Immigrants who do not have a contract yet but have plans to find a job in the United States

Flavien Ganter ! Political Analysis 12
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Empirical Stability

Bansak et al. 2020, PSRM
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External Validity

Auerbach & Thachil 2018

Hangartner et al. 2015
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Do researchers care about vote shares?

AMCE recovers vote share difference associated with presence or
absence of an attribute in one profile

Lit. review of four journals focused on voting behavior 2015-2019

82 non-conjoint articles (87%) include either aggregate vote shares or
their individual-level analogs

AMCEs

recover a meaningful quantity for election researchers (vote shares)
recover central quantity of interest to significant majority of applied
electoral research
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Alternative estimands: probability of winning

How likely is specific profile to win majority?

EA
[
1{EV

(
Yi ([abc], [A′B ′C ′])

)
> 0.5}

]
(2)

How likely is candidate with A = a to win majority?

EA
[
1{EV

(
Yi ([aBC ], [A′B ′C ′])

)
> 0.5}

]
(3)

How likely is candidate A = a to beat A = a′?

EA
[
1{EV

(
Yi ([aBC ], [a′B ′C ′])

)
> 0.5}

]
(4)

Paper sketches possible estimation strategies

See also Leeper et al. 2020 Political Analysis; Ganter, 2021 Political
Analysis
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Alternative estimands: fraction preferring

Fraction preferring:

EV
[
1{EA[Yi ([aBC ], [a′B ′C ′])] > 0.5}

]
(5)

Classify all voters into those preferring female candidate, those
preferring male candidate

Calculate proportion of female preferers

Inference about fraction preferred → intractable

Remember handedness example
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Conclusion

Fit estimand to substantive research question; no all-purpose estimand

AMCE:

Captures multidimensionality of electoral choices
Empirically tractable without strong modeling assumptions
Recovers meaningful quantity (changes in vote shares) of broad interest
to applied scholarship

External validations (e.g Hangartner, Hainmueller, & Yamamoto
2015, Auerbach and Thachil 2018) → conjoints recover
non-experimental benchmarks
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Conjoint Designs and the AMCE (cont.)

Some critiques of AMCE → for things it wasn’t designed to do/not its
strengths
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